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Taking stock, making plans, getting excited...
This summer we’ll have
been at South Yeo for six
years. Something about
that landmark has made
us take stock, to talk
more firmly about our
outstanding ambitions
for the farm and agree
that for some of these
intentions it’s sort of
now or never.
I remember writing the
original copy for our
farm website, coyly
mentioning that we’d
like to take on a few
cows, perhaps Dexters,
that tasty, dual purpose
mini breed, or the much
larger, beautiful, ancient
and local breed, the
Devon Ruby. Having
chomped both and been
completely blown away
by the taste of the
Devon Ruby, we are now
making firm moves to
improve one of our
barns for overwintering
cattle, designing and
building a race and buying a cattle crush. All
being well, 2012 will be

the year we have our
very own cows on the
farm.
And then there’s goats.
When the consultancy
work dries up or I retire,
I’d like to make cheese,
but now, the thought of
adding milking and all
the associated headaches to our daily round
is a craziness too far.
But we’d both like to try
goats, so a meat rather
than a dairy breed it has
to be. By the time you
get this newsletter we
should have a pair of
young Boer goats to
raise for meat (justified
as Andrew’s birthday
present). We’re going
to test out whether we
like them and whether
they like us before doing anything too goatily
ambitious, such as buying breeding stock.
We’ll let you know how
we get on.
And lastly, we want to
take on one more breed

of sheep, just a small
flock of a dozen or so,
of a type that contrasts
with our Welsh Mountain Badger Face flocks.
At the moment Andrew’s thinking Swale-

dales (did you see them
on Lambing Live in
April?) as they are increasingly popular on
Dartmoor, but who
knows? I’m tempted by
Whiteface Dartmoors...

Above: Adult Boer buck & doe
Below: Devon Ruby bullock
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Lambcam—a complete success!
A number of you got back to us
about lambcam—mostly wanting us to stream it live on the
web; if you want to watch me
swear as I trip over a bucket,
you’ll have to do it in the flesh!

over in bed, watch the screen
for 5 or 10 minutes and if
happy that nothing was happening, go back to sleep for
another hour or two. You do
have to wake up properly
though—a half-arsed glimpse
It was fascinating in the first
of snoring fleecy mounds is
week or so, watching the ewes
betty about without them fret- not enough to reassure, no
matter how
ting because humans were
tired you are.
traipsing around the lambing
shed. But it really came into its Lambcam also
has sound, inown once half of the ewes had
done their thing and were back credibly useful
for catching
in the fields with their lambs.
the whickering
We reconfigured the barn so
(a sure sign of
that the camera could capture
imminent
all the remaining ewes, which
lambing) and
wasn’t possible with the full
the pawing at
flock, and as the numbers lessened we really were able to turn the floor
(which some

do days in advance, others just minutes beforehand). Only one sheep
caught us out, dropping her lamb in
full view of the camera before we
had a chance to scamper out to the
barn. We’ve had a great lambing season and lambcam is now an essential
part of our lambing kit, alongside
lube and armpit gloves.

Look what the pigs dug up
Berkshire pigs are the JCBs of
the pig world; they will dig and
dig and dig. And sometimes
they dig up more than old tshirts or plough shares. In the
Spring they threw up an intact
and perfect Codd mineral water
bottle, complete with marble. It
was bottled by SP Gunn & Sons,
a colliery and mineral water
bottler in Okehampton. According to a knowledgeable bottle
chap it dates from 1890-1910.

Our Codd bottle

As the pig paddock where it
emerged is by the road, I suspect someone was ambling or

riding along, took a final swig
and then turfed the empty bottle over the hedge. It’s very
heavy for its size, hardly the
handy mineral water bottle of
today, but far more attractive.
Many of these bottles were destroyed when children broke
the bottles to get at the marble
inside, so we’re lucky to have
found this. And even luckier
that the pigs didn't demolish it
once they’d dug it up. The only
other thing I found in this particular paddock was string,
dung and lots and lots of stone.
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And then there’s the old cow sheds…

Bang slap in the middle
of the farmyard are a
pair of cow sheds, one
completely derelict, the
other patched up as the
farm workshop. One is
unusable - you can see
the sky through the
roof (in fact there is
practically no roof left

at all), the other unsatisfactory. We need a
workshop where tools
don’t rust or rot, although the birds’ nests
can stay. And the other
building is a complete
waste of space, and
space is one thing we
never have enough of.

With our heavy clay
ground we really need
to bring the pigs inside
for the wetter winter
months, so we want to
see if the old cow shed
can become new pig accommodation. Neither
building has any of the
charm of the older barns
which we’ve already restored. As you can see,
they are concrete ghastlies probably dating
from the 1950’s or later,
so we have no qualms in
getting to grips with
them, although we may
have to get planning
permission. One thing
we won’t be hacking out
are the concrete floors;

we understand that earlier attempts on that plot
of land required dynamite to get the foundations deep enough. So
although we hoped to
have this project done
and dusted by the end of
2011, because we have
suddenly gone crazy on
the wanting to do this
and that front, it may be
well into 2012 before we
have a usable space or
two. Part of writing this
information in this newsletter is to help force us
to get going on this project!

#4: We have a dud
freezer in the scullery
awaiting major reworking of the room. I keep
adding to the urgent
heap of outdoor to dos
and it looks like the internal jobs will never get
done. This is entirely my
(Debbie) fault, as seen
by all the new plans in
this newsletter.

derful place, have a
fascinating life, learn
lots every day, meet
great people, have
lovely friends. But I
do feel better for getting it off my chest.

Moan slot
#1: We have been trying
for months and months
to get the farm set up
for generating some at
least of its own electricity, using photovoltaic
panels. But nothing’s
happening. By the time
anything gets sorted I’ll
have found a way to
convert air into electricity or possibly water
into wine.
#2: There aren’t

enough hours in the
day.
#3: We had several
lorry loads of stone delivered to keep our
farm track from disappearing into the mud.
One lot had boulders
the size of pigs in it that
would sort out a Dartmoor quicksand bog.
The quarry tried suggesting that we might
like to build a rockery...

#5: We shouldn’t moan
at all—we live in a won-
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We kept getting enquiries
asking us to deliver our
smallholding and other
courses 1:1 or couple to
couple, so we thought
we’d better formalise it.
Since then we’ve run a
number of bespoke days,
focusing on cattle, on
sheep, on website building and general computing skills. What’s great is
that we don’t know what

request is just around the
corner, and the more we
do, the more we enjoy it.
The group course content
feeds into the bespoke
and vice versa, nothing
stands still, and the material we produce gets ever
more comprehensive.
One of these days we’ll
have to pull it all together
and write the book!

And talking of lamb...
2012), and boxes can be
delivered to your door,
and butchered to your
requirements. Your
lamb will be delivered
fresh, in a coolbox with
chillpacks, ready to
cook or put in the
freezer. You can choose
from:

In 2010 we couldn’t meet
the demand for our
lamb, partly because we
sold quite a lot of lambs
as livestock, but mostly
because more of you are
loving the meat and buying our lamb boxes.
Although we don’t yet
know the exact dates for
delivery, our lamb boxes
will be sent out from

Half lamb box (app. 5 7 kilos) - £45 collected/£60 delivered

September to December. So if you want to
Whole lamb box (app
reserve your Welsh
10-14 kilos) - £85 colMountain lamb, let us
lected/£100 delivered
know now and you can
be sure of getting
You can choose:
some; we won’t invoice
Legs whole or halved
you ‘til later in the year!
Shoulders whole, or
Prices remain unhalved, or whole
changed from 2009
boned and rolled
(although we won’t be
Breast boned and
able to sustain that in
rolled, or minced

Loin as a rack, or as
chops
If you have any other
butchery requirements,
do ask and we'll do our
best to accommodate.
If you have any questions call Debbie or
email us, contact details
above.

